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Look. #Congress needs to #STFU with calling what happened, yesterday, an

"#insurrection." It was a group of people who occupied a building, perhaps guilty

of vandalism & trespassing...but that did not require a man to shoot a unarmed

WOMAN at point blank range.

The way #Congress just side-stepped an actual MURDER by their people & desperately ignored crowds outside that felt

disenfranchised by a contentious #election, really shows how much most of them don't give a F about constituents--their

purpose was to represent their voters.

And to even temporarily "ban" the standing #POTUS on social media should never have been allowed. I think the #CEOs of

#Twitter should be arrested for that. They don't lead out country. #Trump should have declared social #media a "public

utility"--when that happened.

Whether people "like" #Trump or not...#Twitter should not have the power to circumvent the standing #POTUS from

communicating with the public, especially during what many deemed an "emergency"...

And another thing I want to say to people who are overly critical of #Trump--especially those in #Congress--do you fucking

idiots know how laws are made? CONGRESS introduces proposed laws and votes on it...any complaints about *policy*

should be directed toward CONGRESS, first.

We have CAREER #CONGRESS members--who are DIRECTLY responsible for almost all institutional "racism, sexism,

immigration abuse, police brutality, warmongering, spying" legislation that has passed--& these assholes want to pin that on

one man they cock-block for 4 years?! REALLY?

For anyone who needs a basic lesson on how most laws are formed...people (usually rich assholes) "lobby" #CONGRESS

members to put forth a #BILL--OUR CONGRESS--HOUSE & SENATE--VOTE ON IT. Almost ALWAYS, both House &

Senate must approve Bill, then #POTUS (is pressured &) signs it.

So, given the fact #CONGRESS usually HELPS CREATE AND APPROVE MOST LEGISLATION, WHERE THE FUCK DO

THEY GET OFF BEING SO "CRITICAL" OF OTHERS FOR THE VERY INSTITUTIONAL "POLICIES" CONGRESS

MEMBERS MADE?!
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And by they way, isn't a large percent of our #Congress #CIA? These quivering little bitches were worried about an unarmed

female on the other side of a glass door? REALLY? What kind of cowardly, morons do we have working in

#NationalSecurity, anyway?
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